51North is an award winning digital design and development studio based in the
Netherlands. We are a small but fast growing studio always striving to create top
notch digital work. We work for some of the worlds leading Ad agencies and brands.
Clients and agencies we had the joy of working with include: Porsche, Discovery
Channel, KLM, Scotch & Soda, McDonald’s, TomTom, Achtung! McGarryBowen, DDB
& Tribal, TBWA, INDIE Amsterdam, J. Walter Thompson, Havas and BBDO.

Front-end
developer (jr.)
Requirements
Solid programming and web development skills in front-end environments
Expert knowledge of HTML5, Javascript and CSS
Some experience with modern JavaScript frameworks (such as React/Backbone,
preferably Vue.js)
Some experience with Javascript animation libraries like GSAP
Some experience with command-line tools such as npm, gulp or grunt
The ability to learn quickly
Creative and analytical approach to problem solving
The drive to deliver high quality code
Strong oral and written English communication skills
Flexibility

Nice to have
A slight aversion for jQuery and FTP uploading
Some knowledge of PHP frameworks, preferably Laravel
You’ve already worked with a template engine like Twig
Knowledge of module bundling with tools like webpack
Knowledge of what sourcecontrol is and why you should always use git
Experience with testing and debugging across a variety of popular browsers and devices
Knowledge of what makes frontend animations work smoothly
A pug, honey badger or other amazing pet ;)

Your role
Work closly together with our senior developers
Transform designs into cutting edge, pixel perfect digital products
Build proof of concept prototypes
Work closely together with designers and motion design

We offer
Excellent working conditions with enough space for self-development
Room for personal initiatives and ideas
Optimal learning and performance climate, direct lines and open communication
Lovely clients
Pleasant informal working atmosphere
Nice colleagues and lots of interaction

This job offering is for our office based in Sittard. If you think you fit the bill, send your
resume and portfolio through to us today, we are looking forward to it!
Marcel Bold: jobs@51north.nl / +31 (0)46 4000 330

